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My name is Jackie Ceonzo,  I am the mother of two boys – Joey who will 
age out of DOE services in June and Andrew who is with me tonight - to     
stand in place for his disabled brother and who at his young age has so 
much faith that this hearing will result in tangible changes.  Since Andrew 
was born he has seen us fight for service for his brother Joey. Our family’s 
unmet need is how we will care for Joey at home through self direction 
once he ages out of school. 
 
As a result of the constant struggle, the waiting lists and being unable to 
find appropriate programing for my son I started my own not for profit that 
provides recreational activities for kids like my son, non verbal, challenging 
kids.  We are in our 12th year and run 7 days week 48 weeks of the year 
serving 175 kids/week. 
 
I say all this as I am able to take on a challenge – just getting a 501c3 is in 
of itself quite a task and yet applying for a self direction budget for my son 
and then trying to use it has been one of the most vexing, frustrating 
undertakings I have ever experienced. Self direction for our family seemed 
to be the answer to what we need for our son – we did not want a 
traditional day program and residential placement – well we all know that is 
just not available now– we want to make a plan based on Joey’s needs 
with a self direction budget.  From the minute we started the process it 
became apparent all was not as is seemed.  Joe’s budget was cut by 
20,000 from the initial assessment -to the day of the launch – literally from 
one month to the next as all budget were just cut across the board-  I 
figured OK he’s still under 21 that will work out later – But no, we launched 
in Nov of 2014 and in January 2015 I was called into a meeting by Joey’s 
Fiscal intermediary where it was announced that they may no longer be an 
FI due to many changes from OPWDD.  The fee paid to FI’s for 
administration – was cut from a percent of the budget to a flat fee and the 
fee made it no longer viable for many FI’s. 
 
So here we are with a program on paper that should have all the flexibility 
to give our son the valued outcomes we want and in less than 4 months 
there where radical changes that threatened the viability of this program.  It 
only got worse, my broker wants to stop being a broker, and transportation 
items that we are using are no longer being reimbursed.  These are things 
where I was told YES only to be told NO and then to be told after I fought 
back that I was now passed the 90 days on the transportation to be able to 
be reimbursed even if they could revisit the issue. 
 
So I ask you, would you trust this program as the alternative as it has been 
touted?  We are T-6 months til my son is 21 – I have worked the last 2 
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years on securing all of this funding only to now see it potentially fade 
away?  What is the alternate to the alternate ?  Leave self direction the 
way it was – on first design FI’s were happy to be in this program and it 
was working – families were happy- it needed to keep getting simpler with 
change and more flexible not more complex and rigid.  Parents are angry- 
things have been promised and not delivered all through out the system – 
yes change needs to happen but with common sense!  I just don’t know 
what to do. 
 
 


